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How far we can take this?



DNA origami Idea: direct  folding of a 
long single strand of DNA 
into desired shapes. 

Paul Rothemund (2006), NATURE Vol 440:297
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fraction of scaffold strands that were incorporated into monomeric
species after folding varied from 7% to 44% for these targets as
estimated by ethidium-bromide fluorescence intensity. Gel-purified
particles were generally observed to be monodisperse with a homo-
genous shape (Fig. 2f); defect analysis for a series of related objects
can be found elsewhere21.

The five objects displayed in Fig. 2 demonstrate the generality of this
honeycomb-pleated origami approach in approximating various
three-dimensional shapes. Figure 2a shows a structure resembling a
monolith, assembled in the form of a honeycomb-pleated block as in
Fig. 1, except with ten layers instead of three. Particles display the
predicted pattern of holes and stripes consistent with a honeycomb
lattice of cylinders. Figure 2b shows a square nut, the cross-section of
which is a block of the honeycomb lattice with an internal pore shaped
like a six-pointed star. Figure 2c shows a structure that resembles a
bridge with hand rails. This shape demonstrates that different cross-
section patterns can be implemented along the helical axis. Figure 2d
shows a slotted cross, a structure composed of two honeycomb-
lattice-based domains that sit at 90u to one another. One domain is
H-shaped, the other is O-shaped. The centre of the H-domain passes
through the slot of the O-domain, and the two domains are connected
by a pair of Holliday-junction crossovers derived from the scaffold
strand. The 90u angle between domains is enforced by steric collisions
between the ends of helices on the H-domain and the sides of helices
on the O-domain. The fifth particle image for the slotted cross in
Fig. 2d shows a defective particle, where the slot in the O-domain
can be seen clearly. Figure 2e shows a stacked cross, where again
two domains sit at 90u to one another. One domain is C-shaped,
the other domain resembles a pod with a cavity. The pod domain
consists of four sub-modules that are each connected to the
C-shaped domain by a Holliday-junction crossover derived from
the scaffold strand. Upon folding, the sub-modules connect to each
other by staple linkages, enforcing a rotation to yield the complete pod
domain oriented 90u to the C-module.

For the monolith, an effective diameter of 2.4 nm (60.1 nm standard
deviation, s.d.) per individual double helix was observed (Fig. 2g, h),
while for the square nut an effective diameter of 2.1 nm (60.1 nm s.d.)
per individual double helix was observed (Fig. 2i, j). Assuming an
unhydrated helical diameter of 2.0 nm (although the hydrodynamic

helical diameter has been estimated22 as 2.2–2.6 nm), this observation
suggests the presence of inter-helical gaps produced by electrostatic
repulsion8 of the order of 0.1–0.4 nm, significantly less than the
1.0 nm gap size estimated for Rothemund flat origami. This discre-
pancy is probably related to the roughly twofold higher density of
crossovers present in the honeycomb-pleated origami. Differences in
effective helix diameter between architectures may originate in part
from staining artefacts (for example, cavities where large amounts of
positively charged stain accumulate, or flattening).

Three key determinants for folding of honeycomb-pleated origami
were investigated: duration of thermal ramp, divalent-cation concen-
tration, and monovalent-cation concentration. Folding with short
thermal ramps (Fig. 3b, lefthand lanes), low concentrations of MgCl2
(Fig. 3d, lefthand lanes), or high concentrations of NaCl (Fig. 3f,
lefthand lanes) yielded a slowly migrating species upon agarose-gel
electrophoresis and grossly misshapen objects as observed by transmis-
sion electron microscopy (for example, see Fig. 3c). In contrast, week-
long thermal annealing at higher concentrations of MgCl2 combined
with low concentrations of NaCl yielded a fast-migrating species upon
agarose-gel electrophoresis and well-folded particles as observed by
electron microscopy (Fig. 3e), along with lower mobility bands corres-
ponding to multimerized and aggregated objects. The apparent trend
was that increasing agarose-gel mobility correlated with improvement
of quality of folding as observed by transmission electron microscopy,
suggesting that correctly folded structures tend to be more compact
than misfolded versions.

Divalent cations thus appear to accelerate the rate of proper folding
and increase the amount of undesired aggregation whereas monovalent
cations appear to decelerate the rate of proper folding and decrease the
amount of undesired aggregation. Many of the structures require week-
long thermal ramps for proper folding, even under idealized divalent-
and monovalent-cation concentrations. Divalent cations may accel-
erate target folding by specific stabilization of Holliday-junction cross-
overs23 and by nonspecific stabilization of compact DNA24 folding
intermediates, although they may also stabilize nontarget aggregates
by a similar mechanism. Monovalent-cation binding might compete
with divalent-cation binding, and thereby antagonize both target
compaction and nontarget aggregation, analogous to how such bind-
ing inhibits multivalent-cation-induced DNA condensation25. Folding
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Figure 1 | Design of three-dimensional DNA origami. a, Double helices
comprised of scaffold (grey) and staple strands (orange, white, blue) run
parallel to the z-axis to form an unrolled two-dimensional schematic of the
target shape. Phosphate linkages form crossovers between adjacent helices,
with staple crossovers bridging different layers shown as semicircular arcs.
b, Cylinder model of a half-rolled conceptual intermediate. Cylinders

represent double helices, with loops of unpaired scaffold strand linking the
ends of adjacent helices. c, Cylinder model of folded target shape. The
honeycomb arrangement of parallel helices is shown in cross-sectional slices
(i–iii) parallel to the x–y plane, spaced apart at seven base-pair intervals that
repeat every 21 base pairs. All potential staple crossovers are shown for each
cross-section. d, Atomistic DNA model of shape from c.
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Computer-aided design of DNA origami 
with caDNAno (Shih group, Harvard U.)

of simpler DNA-origami structures such as the six-helix-bundle nano-
tube is much more robust to variations in annealing conditions (Sup-
plementary Note S1); the Rothemund flat origami and these simpler
nanotube structures could be folded with 72 min ramps. Presumably,
multilayered structures must traverse more difficult kinetic traps,
perhaps owing in part to the larger density of crossovers, in part to
issues of local folding and unfolding in the confined space between two

or more layers of DNA helices, and in part to the difficulties in reaching
a high density of DNA in the final folded object, similar to that found in
high-pressure virus capsids26.

One of the target shapes presented in Fig. 3 — the genie bottle
(strand diagram in Supplementary Note S2) — was folded with two
different scaffold sequences. Its full size takes up only 4,500 base pairs.
One scaffold sequence used for folding was a modified M13 genome
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Figure 2 | Three-dimensional DNA origami shapes. The first and second
rows show perspective and projection views of cylinder models, with each
cylinder representing a DNA double helix. a, Monolith. b, Square nut.
c, Railed bridge. d, Slotted cross. e, Stacked cross. Rows three to seven show
transmission electron microscope (TEM) micrographs of typical particles.
For imaging, samples were adsorbed (5 min) onto glow-discharged grids pre-
treated with 0.5 M MgCl2, stained with 2% uranyl formate, 25 mM NaOH
(1 min), and visualized with an FEI Tecnai T12 BioTWIN at 120 kV. f, Top,
field of homogeneous and monodisperse stacked-cross particles. Bottom,
expanded view of boxed area from above. g, Left, typical monolith particle.
Right, integrated-intensity profile (red) of line orthogonal to the
longitudinal axis of typical monolith particle, with expected profile (grey)
assuming a simple homogeneous cylinder model. h, Left, gaussian-fitted
mean peak positions (circles) in such integrated-line profiles for twenty

different monolith particles as a function of peak index. The observed mean
peak-to-peak distance was 3.65 nm (60.2 nm s.d., 60.01 nm standard error
of the mean, s.e.m.). This peak-to-peak distance should correspond to 1.5
times the effective diameter d of individual double helices in the monolith
structure, hence d 5 2.4 nm. Solid line is a linear fit with a slope of 3.65 nm
from peak to peak, corroborating equidistant arrangement of helices across
the entire particle width. Error bars (red) indicate mean width of the peaks.
Slightly higher variations in peak width at the edges of the particles are most
likely due to frayed edges (compare with particles in a and g). i, Analysis as in
g repeated for the square-nut shape. j, Histogram of gaussian-fitted peak-to-
peak distances as found for the square-nut particles, with the mean value at
3.18 nm (60.2 nm s.d., 60.01 nm s.e.m.), indicating an effective diameter of
2.1 nm per individual double helix. a.u., arbitrary units. Scale bars:
a–e, 20 nm; f, 1mm (top), 100 nm (bottom).
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Transmission electron microscopy 
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DNA origami structures

that adheres to the cis side of the membrane.
Adhesion to the lipid bilayer is mediated by 26
cholesterol moieties that are attached to the cis-
facing surface of the barrel (Fig. 1A). The stem
protrudes centrally from the barrel and consists
of six double-helical DNA domains that form a
hollow tube. The interior of this tube acts as a
transmembrane channel, with a diameter of ~2 nm
and a length of ~42 nm, that runs through both
stem and barrel (Fig. 1, B and C).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) im-
ages taken from purified structures (Fig. 1D) con-
firmed that the intended shape is realized (text S1

and figs. S1 and S2) (10). Experiments with uni-
lamellar lipid vesicles show that the synthetic
DNA channels bind to lipid bilayer membranes
(Fig. 1, E to G, text S2, and figs. S4 to S8) in
the desired orientation in which the cholesterol-
modified face of the barrel forms a tight con-
tact with the membrane and the stem appears
to protrude into the lipid bilayer (Fig. 1F and
fig. S9).

These observations suggested that the syn-
thetic DNA channels could formmembrane pores
as designed. Because the energetic cost for in-
sertion of the charged DNA structure into the

hydrophobic core of the lipid membrane would
be prohibitively high, membrane penetration is
thought to involve reorganization of the lipid bi-
layer around the charged stem structure, with the
hydrophilic lipid head groups oriented toward the
DNA structure (see text S3).

To demonstrate the electrical conductivity
of the resulting membrane pores, we performed
single-channel electrophysiological experiments
(11) using an integrated chip-based setup (fig.
S14) (12). We added synthetic DNA channels at
low concentrations (~200 pM) to the cis side of
the setup and applied voltage pulses to facilitate

Fig. 1. Synthetic DNA membrane channels. (A) Schematic illustration of the
channel formed by 54 double-helical DNA domains packed on a honeycomb
lattice. Cylinders indicate double-helical DNA domains. Red denotes transmem-
brane stem; orange strands with orange ellipsoids indicate cholesterol-modified
oligonucleotides that hybridize to single-stranded DNA adaptor strands. (B)
Geometric specifications of the transmembrane channel. Length L = 47 nm, tube
diameter D = 6 nm, inner diameter d = 2 nm. The length of the central channel
fully surrounded by DNA helices is 42 nm. The star symbol indicates the position
of a 7-base strand extension acting as a “defect” in channel “mutants” [l=15nm
for mutant M1 and l = 14 nm for mutant M2; see text S6 and caDNAno maps

(figs. S22 to S24)]. (C) Cross-sectional view through the channel when incor-
porated in a lipid bilayer. (D) Averaged negative-stain TEM images obtained from
purified DNA channel structures (class averages obtained from raw images
displayed in figs. S1 and S2). (E and F) Example TEM images of DNA channels
adhering to small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) made from POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) lipids. More images and a statistical analysis
of vesicle size distribution and binding efficiency are found in text S2 and figs. S4
to S9. (G) TEM image of DNA channels binding to an extended lipid bilayer in the
upper right part of the image. DNA channels are found predominantly on lipid-
covered areas or sticking to SUVs (see text S2).
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Dietz and coworkers, Science (2015)

position and orientation of individual DNA ob-
jects within larger complexes, we designed four
multilayer DNA origami bricks (Fig. 1C and figs.
S1 to S7) that form the subunits of a tetrameric
complex. The embossed surface of brick A fits
precisely into the recessed surface of brick B and
likewise for combinations of B with C and C
with D. Bricks B, C, and D exhibit characteristic
asymmetric features that helped identify their
orientation when the bricks were imaged with
transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM). Negative-
stain TEM image data and an electrophoretic
mobility analysis confirmed the successful as-
sembly of the designed overall bricklike objects
(fig. S7, A and B), as well as the self-assembly
into all possible multimeric complexes as they
are prescribed by the designed shape comple-
mentarity, including dimers, trimers, and a te-
tramer (Fig. 1D; fig. S7, B to F; and figs. S8 to S21).
To illustrate the ability of the click-in shape

recognition scheme for precisely defining con-
formational states within a multidomain DNA
object, we designed a switchlike DNA object con-
sisting of two rigid beams connected by a pivot
(Fig. 1E and fig. S22). The switch can dwell either
in an ensemble of open states or in a closed state.
The structure of the closed state is prescribed by
shape-complementary patterns of double-helical
DNAdomains that can click into each other when
the two beams draw together (Fig. 1E, right).
Direct imaging by negative-stain TEM confirms
that the switch adopts open and closed confor-

mations, where the closed conformation is struc-
turally well defined (Fig. 1F).

Structural switching

Our RNAse P–inspired shape recognition scheme
creates a tiered hierarchy between intradomain
stability and interdomain interaction because it is
based on few nucleobase stacking interactions,
rather than the many nucleobase pairing inter-
actions that stabilize entire DNA objects. As in
RNAse P (25, 26), the conformational equilibrium
of objects that utilize such shape-complementary
interactions is sensitive to the concentration of
counterions in solution because of repulsions
between the negatively charged surfaces of the
DNA binding partners. These two properties, the
tiered interaction hierarchy and the repulsive
interfaces, create rich opportunities for adjusting
the conformational equilibrium, and changing it
reversibly and rapidly, by global parameters such
as cation concentration and solution temperature.
We test these options in detail using ensemble and
single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) experiments, as well as TEM im-
aging and electrophoretic mobility analysis per-
formed as a function of cation concentration and
temperature with the switch object and for a di-
meric brick complex. For both the switch and the
dimeric bricks, increasing the cation concentra-
tion shifted the conformational equilibrium from
the open or monomeric states to the closed or
dimeric states, respectively (Fig. 2, A and B, and

figs. S12 to S14; S23, A to D; S24 to S29; and S30,
A and B). This process occurred in the presence
of bothmonovalent and divalent cations, but only
when attractive stacking bonds or even stronger
hybridization-based interactions were included
(Fig. 2B, supplementary text S1, and figs. S23, B
to C, and S31 to S40), thus pointing against
unspecific counterion-induced condensation ef-
fects. The transitions were reversible upon cyclic
changes in the concentration of cations (fig. S23E).
The isothermsgeneratedby cation titration agreed
wellwith the predictions of a two-statemodelwith
a free-energy term that depends linearly on the
concentration of cations (Fig. 2B and fig. S30B).
Single switch particles sample the designed open
and closed states on the time scale of fractions of
seconds (supplementary text S2 and figs. S23, F
to I, and S41 to S49). Increasing the concentra-
tion of cations shifts the equilibrium toward the
closed state by predominantly reducing the av-
erage time that the switch dwells in the open state
(fig. S23I).
The greater the strength of the designed in-

teraction between the shape-complementary
interfaces of the switch, the lower the cation con-
centration necessary for stabilizing the closed
state (Fig. 2B and fig. S23, B and C). In the switch
version with 16 stacking bonds, the transition
occurred over a narrow concentration interval
ranging from 6 to 12 mM MgCl2. For stronger
hybridization-based interactions at all comple-
mentary sites instead of the minimal stacking
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Fig. 4. Reversibly reconfigurable non–base pairing multistate DNA devices
with arbitrary shapes. (A) Top row: schematic representations of a reconfig-
urable gear in a fully open state (left), in a partially compacted intermediate
state (center), and in a fully closed state (right). The states can be cyclically
prepared by adjusting, e.g., the cation concentration. Bottom row: average
negative-stain TEM micrographs of the gear, acquired at 100 mMMgCl2 (left)
and at 20 mM MgCl2 (center and right). The cation-dependent operation
principle opening or closing is reversed with respect to, e.g., the switch (Figs.
1 and 2) due to additional cation-dependent attractive surface interactions
with the TEM support grid that “pull” the gear open. (B) Top row: schematic
representation of a nanobook in three states. Bottom row: averaged negative-
stain TEM micrographs acquired at 5 mM (left) and at 50 mM (center and
right) MgCl2. (C) Schematic representation of a heterotrimeric reconfigurable

nanorobot (15 MD) that can be reversibly reconfigured in three different con-
formational states: disassembled, and assembled with open or closed arms,
respectively, by calibrating the concentration of cations in solutions. Average
negative-stain TEM micrographs of the nanorobot were acquired in the pres-
ence of the indicated MgCl2 concentrations. MgCl2 concentration increase
was achieved by adding MgCl2 stock solution; concentration reduction was
achieved by diluting with Mg-free buffer. (See figs. S99 and S100 for TEM
images from a complete assembly, opening, closing, disassembly cycle.)
(D) Top row: schematic representation of two shape-complementary multi-
layer DNA origami objects in square-lattice packing (all other objects in this
work were honeycomb-lattice packing). Bottom row: average negative-
stain TEM micrographs in two distinct views of the heterodimeric complex
at 50 mM MgCl2. Scale bars, 25 nm.
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model parameters. We expect our method for
generating DNA shapes with tunable bending to
be generally applicable for a wide range of bun-
dle cross-sectional architectures, as long as ex-
treme deviations from canonical B-form DNA
twist density (less than 6 bp per turn or more than
15 bp per turn) are avoided.

To illustrate the diversity of curved shapes
now accessible, we designed a DNA bundle bear-
ing three “teeth” that is programmed to fold into a
half circle with a 25-nm radius (Fig. 4A; also see
fig. S19 for design details and fig. S5 for ad-
ditional zoom-out image data). Using hierar-
chical assembly, two of these bundles can be
combined into a circular object that resembles a
nanoscale gear with six teeth. The teeth exhibited
a greater frequency of folding defects than the
body, at a rate of about one defective tooth out
of three, perhaps related to their small size (only
42 bp long per double helix). About one-third of
multimeric complexes were observed to be the
target cyclic dimers, versus noncyclic dimers and
higher-ordermultimers. By adjusting the gradient
of insertions and deletions, the bundle can be
tuned to fold into a quarter circle with a 50-nm
radius (Fig. 4B; see also fig. S20 for design
details). By connecting four of these quarter cir-

cles, a gear with 12 teeth can be manufactured. In
this case, only about a tenth of the multimeric
complexes were observed to be the target cyclic
tetramers. In the future, target cyclization may be
improved for objects designed with taller inter-
faces that resist out-of-plane bending and that are
more tolerant of folding defects.

3D spherical shapes can be created as well
(Fig. 4C). We designed a 50-nm-wide spherical
wireframe object that resembles a beach ball by
programming six interconnected vertices, each
composed of two crossed six-helix bundles, to
bend so that a projection of the edges of an octa-
hedron onto a circumscribing sphere is com-
pleted (see fig. S21 for design details). We further
designed a concave and a convex triangle (Fig. 4,
D and E; see figs. S22 and S23 for design details)
and a spiral consisting of six segments of a six-
helix bundle that are each programmed to bend
into a half circle with increasing radii of curvature
(Fig. 4F; see fig. S24 for design details). The
convex triangle is designed as a hierarchically
assembling homotrimer. For this design, about
one-third of multimeric complexes were ob-
served to be the target cyclic trimers (additional
image data on all objects shown in Fig. 4 is
provided in fig. S6).

Precisely arranged bent DNA and associated
DNA-binding proteins play an important role in
transcriptional regulation and genomic packag-
ing (24–26). Programmable DNA bending might
prove useful as a probe to study the propensity of
such proteins to bind pre-bent DNA substrates
and also to probe the propensity of different DNA
sequences to adopt specifically bent conforma-
tions (27).
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Fig. 4. Bending enables the design of intricate nonlinear shapes. Red
segments indicate regions in which deletions and insertions are installed.
Scale bars, 20 nm. (A) Model of a 3-by-6–helix DNA-origami bundle
designed to bend into a half-circle with a 25-nm radius that bears three
non-bent teeth. Monomers were folded in separate chambers, purified,
and mixed with connector staple strands to form six-tooth gears. Typical
monomer and dimer particles visualized by negative-stain TEM. (B) 3-by-
6–helix bundle as in (A), modified to bend into a quarter circle with a 50-nm
radius. Hierarchical assembly of monomers yields 12-tooth gears. (C) A

single scaffold strand designed to fold into a 50-nm-wide spherical wireframe
capsule resembling a beach ball and four typical particles representing
different projections of the beach ball. The design folds as six bent crosses
(inset) connected on a single scaffold. (D) A concave triangle that is folded
from a single scaffold strand. The design can be conceptualized as three
3-by-6 bundles with internal segments designed to bend by 60°. (E) A convex
triangle assembled hierarchically from three 3-by-6 bundles designed
with a 120° bend (Fig. 3E). (F) A six-helix bundle programmed with varying
degrees of bending folds into a spiral-like object.
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Shih and coworkers, Science (2009)

In the final steps, a long single-stranded scaf-
fold (7249 nts for the typical M13 scaffold, the
cyan strands in Fig. 1, C and D) is wound so that
it comprises one of the two strands in every helix;
each time the scaffold moves from one ring to the
next, a “scaffold crossover” is created. Watson-
Crick complements to the scaffold (staples, the
colored strands in Fig. 1, C and D) are sub-
sequently designed to serve as the second strand
in each helix and create the additional crossovers
that maintain structural integrity (19). Each staple
is generally 16 to 60 nts long and reverses di-
rection after participating in a crossover, resulting
in stable antiparallel crossover configurations (5).
Once the folding path, crossover pattern, and
staple position are determined, a list of staple se-
quences is generated (19). Several additional
factors, including the ideal conformation of DNA
double helices, must be considered to complete
the design process.

The conformation of each double-helical ring
(10 bps/turn) shown in Fig. 1, C and D, closely
resembles B-formDNA (10.5 bps/turn), andwhile
the concentric ring structure demonstrates in-
plane bending of nonparallel helices, maintaining
~10 bps/turn sacrifices a certain level of design
control. For example, sustaining ~10 bps/turn re-
stricts the number of concentric rings that can be
added to a structure. As the radius of a ring in-
creases, additional crossover points are required
to constrain the double helix to a 2D ring (i.e., 70
bps between crossovers is not expected to main-
tain the required level of rigidity). Consider add-
ing a fourth, fifth, and sixth ring to the concentric
ring structure in Fig. 1, C and D: The fourth ring
would have 250 bps with five crossovers (50 bps
between crossovers), the fifth ring would have
300 bps with five crossovers (60 bps between
crossovers), and, following the same pattern, the
sixth ring would have 350 bps with five cross-
overs (70 bps between crossovers). To stabilize
the outer ring would most likely require at least
one additional crossover, and the resulting double
helix would no longer conform to 10 bps/turn.

DNA has been shown to be flexible enough
to tolerate non-natural conformations in certain

DNA nanostructure arrangements (18). To deter-
mine the range of DNA conformations amena-
ble to our current design, we constructed a series
of three-ring structures (fig. S11) with different
numbers of bps between adjacent crossovers and
evaluated their stability (19). We found that a
wide range of DNA conformations are compat-
ible with DNA origami formation, as confirmed
by the atomic force microscopy (AFM) images in
fig. S13. As expected, structures in which the
DNA most closely resembles its natural confor-
mation (10 and 11 bps/turn) formed with the
highest yield (>96%), and those with the largest
deviation from 10.5 bps/turn (8 and 13 bps/turn)
formed with the lowest yield (fig. S14). The
results suggest that it is not necessary to strictly
conform to 10.5 bps/turn when designing DNA
origami structures, and the flexibility in this de-
sign constraint supports more complex design
schemes.

With each of these parameters in mind, we
designed objects with more complex structural
features. Figure 2A illustrates a more intricate
concentric ring design, with nine layers of double-
helical rings (fig. S26). The design is based on a
Dc of 50 bps, and the number of bps/ring ranges
from 200 in the innermost to 600 in the outermost
ring (with an increment of 50 bps/ring). As the
ring size increases, the outer layers need addi-
tional crossovers between helices to stabilize the
overall structure and preserve the circular shape.
The number of crossovers between adjacent heli-
ces is five for the two innermost rings, and 10 for
the remaining outer rings. Table 1 lists the spe-
cific details of each concentric ring layer. The
conformation of double-helical DNA in the nine-
layer concentric ring structure ranges from 9 to
11.7 bps/turn, with several different distances be-
tween successive crossovers. The AFM images
in Fig. 2A and fig. S16 reveal that the nine-layer
ring structure forms with relatively high yield

(~90%), despite the various degrees of bending in
each of the helices and inclusion of non–B-form
DNA (19).

A modified square frame (Fig. 2B) was de-
signed to determine whether sharp and rounded
elements could be combined in a single structure
(figs. S31 to S33). Each side of the modified
square frame is based on a conventional helix-
parallel design scheme, whereas each corner cor-
responds to one-fourth of the concentric ring
design. The AFM images (Fig. 2B and fig. S18)
confirm that several design strategies can in fact
be used to generate intricate details within a sin-
gle structure (19). Several additional 2D designs
with various structural features were also con-
structed (fig. S15). An “opened” version of the
nine-layer ring structure was assembled (fig. S27),
as well as an unmodified square frame with four
well-defined sharp corners (figs. S28 to S30), and
a three-point star motif (fig. S34).

To produce a complex 3D object, it is neces-
sary to create curvatures both in and out of the
plane. Out-of-plane curvature can be achieved by
shifting the relative position of crossover points
between DNA double helices (Fig. 1, E and F).
Typically, two adjacent B-form helices (n and
n + 1) are linked by crossovers that are spaced
21 bps apart (exactly two full turns), with the two
axes of the helices defining a plane. The cross-
over pattern of the two-helix bundle and those
of a third helix can be offset by any discrete num-
ber of individual nucleotides (not equal to any
whole number of half turns, which would result
in all three helices lying in the same plane), and
in this way, the third helix can deviate from the
plane of the previous two. However, with B-form
DNA, the dihedral angle (q)—the angle between
the planes defined by n and n + 1, and n + 1 and
n + 2—can not be finely tuned, and ~34.3°/bp
is the smallest increment of curvature that can
be achieved.

Table 1. Design parameters for the nine-layer
concentric-ring structure. The number of bps in
each ring, number of crossovers between adjacent
helices, conformation of the double helical DNA in
bps/turn, and radius are listed, respectively.

Ring no. bps No. of
crossovers

bps/turn Radius
(nm)

1 200 5 10 10.3
2 250 5 10 12.9
3 300 10 10 15.5
4 350 10 11.7 18
5 400 10 10 20.6
6 450 10 9 23.2
7 500 10 10 25.8
8 550 10 11 28.4
9 600 – 10 30.9

Fig. 3. DNA nanostructures with complex 3D curvatures. (A) Schematic representation of the hem-
isphere. (B) Schematic representation of the sphere. (C) Schematic representation of the ellipsoid. (D) TEM
images of the hemisphere, randomly deposited on TEM grids. The concave surface is visible as a dark area.
(E) TEM images of the sphere, randomly deposited on TEM grids. Due to the spherical symmetry, the
orientation can not be determined. (F) TEM images of the ellipsoid. The outline of the ellipsoid is visible.
Scale bar for the TEM images in (D), (E) and (F) is 50 nm. (G) Schematic representation of the nanoflask.
(H) AFM images of the nanoflask. Scale bar is 75 nm. (I) TEM images of the nanoflask, randomly deposited
on TEM grids. The cylindrical neck and rounded bottom of the flask are clearly visible in the images. Scale
bar is 50 nm.
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nonparallel helices. The relation between adja-
cent linear helices (the angles formed by their
theoretical intersection) between adjacent linear
helices was varied. Some 3D gridiron structures
that contain curvature were also achieved, such
as the sphere shown in Fig. 4B. The helices in
concentric ring and radial spoke layers are stretched
in the center and shrunk at the edges, forming a
latitudinal and longitudinal framework, respec-
tively. This is realized by progressively adjusting
the distance between junctions in latitudinal di-
rections. Additional modifications to the basic struc-
tural motif can be used to produce other complex
structures. In the screw structure (Fig. 4C), the
polarity of the DNA strands in the square unit
motif differs from what is illustrated in Fig. 1B
(where adjacent scaffold helices have an antipar-
allel polarity in one direction and the same polar-
ity in the other direction). The scaffold strand is
arranged in an antiparallel configuration to form
a wireframe cylinder structure (11 helices are ar-
ranged axially) and subsequently wraps around
the cylinder (analogous to a left-handed screw)
until the two ends meet. The distance between
adjacent axial helices is 21 bp, the interthread
distance is 42 bp, and the AFM and TEM images
display the expected left-handed conformation.

The design principles of creating gridiron
units allow scaffold strands to travel in multiple
directions, which represent an important depar-
ture from certain aspects of the previous DNA
origami methods. Traditional Holliday junctions
do not naturally adopt conformations that would

allow them to be connected in such a way, and it
was unexpected to find that these motifs could
(within a larger network of crossovers) endure a
150° rotation of one of the arms while simulta-
neously maintaining their integrity. Indeed, the
flexible and dynamic behavior of these motifs
may have excluded these types of junction con-
formations for consideration in scaffolded struc-
tures. Yield analysis from agarose gel and TEM
images shows that the structures, even without
purification, formwith reasonably high yield (from
~36% for the gridiron tweezers to ~85% for the
gridiron screw, estimated from agarose gels; from
~51% for the gridiron sphere to ~89% for the
four-layer gridiron, estimated from TEM images;
see supplementary materials for yield analysis).
The ability to engineer DNA gridirons that are
analogous to vector-based objects, where a series
of points with defined positions in 3D space are
connected by lines, is an important milestone in
the development of synthetic nucleic acid struc-
tures. In particular, this opens up new opportunities
to implement the design of complex wireframe
structures (see discussion in supplementarymate-
rials) that are amenable to dynamic controls. A
future challenge in DNA origami is to achieve
true folding, starting from a 2D sheet (miura ori),
rather than the 1D M13 scaffolds commonly
used in traditional DNA origami construction.
The loose 2D networks and freely rotating hinges
between different planes of DNA gridirons pro-
vide the design features necessary to implement
Miura ori type of origami.
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Fig. 4. Schematics (left), AFM (middle), and TEM images (right) of (A) an
S-shaped structure, (B) a sphere, and (C) a screw. All scale bars indicate 200 nm,
and all zoom-in images (images without scale bars) are 200 by 200 nm. In (B)

and (C), the diameter and the width, respectively, appear to be larger in the AFM
images compared with the TEM images. This difference is probably a result of
flattening of the 3D objects into two-layer structures and AFM tip convolution.
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DNA  
origami

Number of papers published Number of citations

DNA nanotechnology

DNA-functionalized  
nanoparticle:

DNA nanotechnology is a rapidly expanding field

DNA  
origami

All-atom model build using  
   Functionalization Workbench



caDNAno

• Computer-Aided Design of DNA origami made by Shih group at Harvard. 

• Designed as a plugin of Autodesk MAYA. 

• Limited to a design of antiparallel DNA helices in a honeycomb or square 
lattice.

Douglas, S.M., Marblestone, A.H., Teerapittayanon, S., Vazquez, A., Church, G.M. & Shih, W.M., 2009, Rapid prototyping of 3D DNA-origami 
shapes with caDNAno, Nucleic acids research, 37(15), pp. 5001-6. 12
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y-direction. As noticed before in DNA lattices15, parallel helices in
such structures are not close-packed, perhaps owing to electrostatic
repulsion. Thus the exact y-resolution depends on the gap between
helices. The gap, in turn, appears to depend on the spacing of
crossovers. In Fig. 1a crossovers occur every 1.5 turns along alter-
nating sides of a helix, but any odd number of half-turnsmay be used.
In this study, data are consistent with an inter-helix gap of 1 nm
for 1.5-turn spacing and 1.5 nm for 2.5-turn spacing, yielding a
y-resolution of 6 or 7 nm, respectively.
Conceptually, the second step (illustrated in Fig. 1b) proceeds by

folding a single long scaffold strand (900 nucleotides (nt) in Fig. 1b)
back and forth in a raster fill pattern so that it comprises one of the
two strands in every helix; progression of the scaffold from one helix
to another creates an additional set of crossovers, the ‘scaffold
crossovers’ (indicated by small red crosses in Fig. 1b). The funda-
mental constraint on a folding path is that the scaffold can form a
crossover only at those locations where the DNA twist places it at a

tangent point between helices. Thus for the scaffold to raster
progressively from one helix to another and onto a third, the distance
between successive scaffold crossoversmust be an odd number of half
turns. Conversely, where the raster reverses direction vertically and
returns to a previously visited helix, the distance between scaffold
crossovers must be an even number of half-turns. Note that the
folding path shown in Fig. 1b is compatible with a circular scaffold
and leaves a ‘seam’ (a contour which the path does not cross).
Once the geometric model and a folding path are designed, they

are represented as lists of DNA lengths and offsets in units of half-
turns. These lists, along with the DNA sequence of the actual scaffold
to be used, are input to a computer program. Rather than assuming
10.5 base pairs (bp) per turn (which corresponds to standard B-DNA
twist), the program uses an integer number of bases between periodic
crossovers (for example, 16 bp for 1.5 turns). It then performs the
third step, the design of a set of ‘staple strands’ (the coloured DNA
strands in Fig. 1c) that provide Watson–Crick complements for the

Figure 1 |Design of DNAorigami. a, A shape (red) approximated by parallel
double helices joined by periodic crossovers (blue). b, A scaffold (black) runs
through every helix and forms more crossovers (red). c, As first designed,
most staples bind two helices and are 16-mers. d, Similar to c with strands
drawn as helices. Red triangles point to scaffold crossovers, black triangles to
periodic crossovers with minor grooves on the top face of the shape, blue
triangles to periodic crossovers with minor grooves on bottom. Cross-
sections of crossovers (1, 2, viewed from left) indicate backbone positions

with coloured lines, andmajor/minor grooves by large/small angles between
them. Arrows in c point to nicks sealed to create green strands in d. Yellow
diamonds in c and d indicate a position at which staples may be cut and
resealed to bridge the seam. e, A finished design after merges and
rearrangements along the seam. Most staples are 32-mers spanning three
helices. Insets show a dumbbell hairpin (d) and a 4-T loop (e), modifications
used in Fig. 3.
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! CHARMM36 force field 
! Explicit water 
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! NAMD 
! 1 to 3M atoms 
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From caDNAno to all-atom
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Structural dynamics



All-atom MD simulation 
of L-shape DNA origami
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Structural fluctuations reveal local mechanical 
properties
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DNA structure converters
Further developments requested   
by experimentalists: 

Tiamat 
(in progress) Nanoengineer

 (done)

vHelix (planned)

Structure web server (cadnano2pdb) 
https://nanohub.org/resources/cadnanocvrt C
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Tiled DNA nanostructures
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4 CONVERTING MODELS WITH LEGOGEN 10

A B C

Figure 5: Converted Structures. A. Converted Sphere. B. Converted pillar. C.
Converted pillar with an extra rotation.

of the helices, caused by the fact that the voxels are slightly longer in the helical
axis. Keep in mind these differences in orientation might cause your structure
to be drastically different both in appearance and mechanics. The two pillars,
while having the same overall shape, would behave differently when in tensile
or compressive stress.

4.2 Use of a Residue Mapping File and Preserving Se-
quences

Figure 6: Representative cubes with different bounding voxel amounts. A. 3
voxels. B. 3 voxels. C. 4 voxels, due to the addition, but no shift in core
sequences. D. 4 voxels, but a shift in core sequences

All-atom  
structure

LegoGen workflow @ nanoHub.org

Blender (@nanoHub)

3 BUILDING THE 3D MODEL 4

at least 5 nm (two helices or voxels) thick, and try to use gradual shifts rather
than sharp edges.

We have several tutorials on how to build structures with LegoGen, depend-
ing on your amount of skill with CAD software. If you are not very familiar
with CAD software and would prefer to rapidly build using a template, sev-
eral templates are provided and their use is explained in Section 3.2.1. If you
would like to know how to build basic shapes such as spheres and cubes, and to
convert these simple structures with LegoGen, go to Section 3.2.2. If you want
to know how to build advanced structures made of numerous simple shapes,
consult Section 3.2.3. If you would like a full understanding of the abilities of
LegoGen, please consult all three sections. If you feel you are familiar with
building models in Blender, please go ahead to Section 4 after you have made a
structure.

If you have further questions about building with Blender there are numerous
manuals and tutorials for it, giving many ways to build structures as you wish.

3.2.1 Template Design: Carving a Structure

View Control
Select Types

Select Through
Structure

Template Model

Figure 2: 10⇥10⇥10 template and important buttons for Template Design

Included with this tutorial are several template files, which are collections

3 BUILDING THE 3D MODEL 7

Figure 3: Pillar Generation. A. Completed Pillar. B. Voxelized Pillar. Voxels
that will not form correctly are circled. C. Repaired Pillar. Note the missing
voxels in the circled regions.

and selecting "Interior Faces." Delete what Blender selects and all interior faces
have been removed. The structure can now be sent to LegoGen. Remember the
distance in the longest direction, 15 voxels, and its direction, the helical axis,

Carved shape4 CONVERTING MODELS WITH LEGOGEN 8

and proceed to Section 4.

4 Converting Models with LegoGen

Figure 4: LegoGen conversion interface.

Once your models are in WRL format they can be converted to a DNA brick
model with LegoGen, Fig. 4. The only requirements are your converted WRL
file and the intended box size, with an optional residue map (resmap) file. The
important factor in conversion is the box size, which will affect both the size of
our structure and how well its resolved in DNA bricks. A voxel unit is equal
to 2.5 nm⇥2.5 nm⇥2.7 nm, with the longer end oriented with the DNA helix
inside the voxel. Changing the box size changes the number of voxels in each
direction. For example, with our initial sphere, a box size of 6 will make a
sphere with approximate dimensions of 15 nm⇥15 nm⇥16.2 nm, so the sphere
will be slightly longer in the helical direction. Doubling the box size will in
turn double the size of the sphere in each direction. However, it is difficult to
think in voxels rather than physical units of distance. To use physical units of
direction we also must take the direction of the box size into account. Take

Converter

MD simulation
Supplementary Information for Molecular mechanics of DNA bricks: In situ structure, mechanical properties and ionic conductivity.10

Table S2: The nucleotide sequence of strands used to build the

4⇥ 4 DNA origami rod

Number Sequence

Scaffold M13mp18 sequence provided by CaDNAno program [2].

1 ATCAATAGGCG

2 AATGGGCGAAAAACCGTCTGGACTCCAGTT

3 ATCGTCATAAATATTCCGTGCCAGCAGGGTGGAGG

4 AACAGTTCCTCACTGCGCAACAGCAACGACGGCGC

5 TCAAAAATCATGAGTGAGATTAGCAAACGCCAGGGCT

6 TATCGCGTTTTTGCGGAGAGAGTTACATTTCGACG

7 GCGGATCCCTGACTATTATAGT

8 AGTAAGCAAACTTGGGCGCCTGCATTACTGTGTGA

9 TTTAAGCCCCAGCCAAAAGAACAGCCAGCTTTCC

10 AATTGCTGAAAGAGGAAGGGCAAAGACTAAC

11 GAGTGTTGTTCCAGTTTGGAATTATAAATAGGCG

12 TTAGTAGGTTTGATAAGAGGTCATTTTAATTCTGA

13 GGAAGTTTCATTCCATATAATGTTTAGCAAT

14 GCAACTAATGAAAAGGTGGCA

15 CCGGAAACCAG

16 TCGGCAAAATCCCCAAGAGTCGTCAGGATTAGAG

17 ACCATTAGATGCAGCAAGGGCCTCTTCCAGTGCCATC

18 GGCGCGAGCAGTACGGTGTCT

19 AAACTGCGCAATCTAGAGGGGATTCTCTAGCCAGC

20 CACTTCACCAGGAGCTTCACCCCTCAAATGCTTTA

21 CTGATGGCTTATCCCAATTCTGCGAACGAGTAGAT

22 CATACGGGGATGTGTTTTCCCCCCCAAAATAAATC

23 ATATATATTTTCAATGCCTGAGTAATGCGGAGACAGAG

24 AACTGTAGCTCAACATGTTTTAAATATCAGAAGCACTCAGAGCATAAA

25 TCAATTCTACTAAAAAATTTT

26 GGGCTCGAATTGCAAAGCGCGT

27 GGCGGTGATGGTGACGTCAAACACTATTAAAGAACGT

28 GACGGCCGCTTTCCACAACATACGAGCCGTAGGA

29 TTGCCCTTCACAACCCGAAAGAGAATGACCATAAA

30 AAACCTGTATTGAATCAAGCGAACCAGACCGGACC

Continued on next page

Experimental  
realization



Cryo-EM reconstruction versus all-atom 
simulation

Bai et al, PNAS 109:20012 (2012)



Cryo-EM reconstruction versus all-atom 
simulation

Bai et al, PNAS 109:20012 (2012)



Cryo-EM reconstruction versus all-atom 
simulation

Bai et al, PNAS 109:20012 (2012)



MD simulation of the cryo-EM object 
starting from a caDNAno design

7M atom solvated model
130 ns MD trajectory

Bai et al, PNAS 109:20012 (2012)



7M atom solvated model
130 ns MD trajectoryBai et al, PNAS 109:20012 (2012)

MD simulation of the cryo-EM object 
starting from a caDNAno design



7M atom solvated model
130 ns MD trajectory

Bai et al, PNAS 109:20012 (2012)

MD simulation of the cryo-EM object 
starting from a caDNAno design



Simulation on Blue Waters 
(UIUC) Atoms move according to 

 classical mechanics (F= ma)

Time scale: 200 ns / Size ~7,000,000 atoms

Atoms move according to 
 classical mechanics (F= ma)

Maffeo, Yoo & Aksimentiev, NAR 44: 3013
Cryo-EM, Dietz group, PNAS (2012)

Direct comparison with cryo-EM reconstuction

http://bionano.physics.illinois.edu/origami-structure



Cryo-EM, Dietz group, PNAS (2012)

De novo prediction of DNA origami structure

Server implementation has been 
requested by experimentalists

nanoHub implementation pending

Modest computational cost 
 (10 hours single workstation)

Maffeo, Yoo & Aksimentiev, NAR 44: 3013 http://bionano.physics.illinois.edu/origami-structure
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Nanopores for DNA and protein sequencing and 
drug design
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The hybrid DNA origami/solid-state nanopore

30

Advantages: 
  —subnanometer control over pore geometry
  —functionalization with auxiliary components
Nicholas A. W. Bell et al. Nano Lett. 2012 12 (1), 512-517
Hernández-Ainsa, S. et al. Nano Lett. 2014, 14, 1270–1274.
Wei, R. et al. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 2012, 51, 4864–4867.

Challenges:
  —leakage current 
  —structural integrity



Ionic conductivity and structural deformation of 
DNA origami nanoplate

Li, Hemmig, Kong, JY et al, ACS Nano (2015)

Prof. Ulrich Keyser

Electroosmosis.
Emphasize only MD simulation can 
show this.
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MD simulation of DNA origami conductivity

PDMS

5 
nA

150 ms
caDNAno

all-atom
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DNA 

Mg(H2O)62+ 

H2O 

K+

Cl-

PDMS

5 
nA

150 ms

MD simulation of DNA origami conductivity

Electric 
field

Li, Chen-Yu et al. ACS Nano 9:1420-1433 (2015)
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PDMS

5 
nA

150 ms

MD simulation of DNA origami conductivity

Instantaneous current: 
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Effect of Mg2+
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Higher [Mg2+] makes DNA origami 
less conductive.

Higher [Mg2+], higher current drop.

SQ2, m13 
sequence

~2 times less 
conductive than 

0 M [Mg2+]
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Mechanism of Mg2+
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Mg2+ makes DNA origami more 
compact, by screening the DNA-
DNA repulsion.
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Anisotropic conductivity
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Nuclear pore complex
Selective cargo transpor

Conductance 10 — 100 nS 

Membrane channels

Ion channels,
voltage, ligand 

gated

Conductance < 0.1 nS
Conductance 1-5 nS 

Porins, passive transport



DNA Channels
Conductance 0.4 - 1.5 nS 

Burns, J. R. et al., Nano Lett., 2013, 13:2351

6-helix

Langecker, M. et al., Science, 
2012, 338, 932-936.

Alpha-hemolysin-like 
DNA channel

Conductance ~0.8 nS 

ssDNA transport

Göpfrich, K.et al., Nano Lett., 2015, 15:3134

4-helix Conductance ~0.3-1.4 nS 

Voltage gating

Conductance: 0.6 — 1.5 nS 

Ligand gating 

Burns, J. R. et al., Nat. Nanotechnol., 2016, 11:152

Krishnan et al., Nat. Comm. (2016)
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NanocapillaryNanocapillaryNanocapillary

Göpfrich, Kerstin et al.,  
Nano Lett., 2015, 15(5), 3134!3138.

A

MD simulation of DNA channel conductivity
NanoEngineer-1caDNAno   or

all-atom
coordinates

(Right) design from Burns, Jonathan R. et al.,  
Nat. Nanotechnol., 2016, 11, 152!156.
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NanocapillaryNanocapillaryNanocapillary

Göpfrich, Kerstin et al.,  
Nano Lett., 2015, 15(5), 3134!3138.

A

MD simulation of DNA channel conductivity
DNA

Optimize

Cholesterol

Lipid

Mg(H2O)62+

H2O

K+

Cl-
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NanocapillaryNanocapillaryNanocapillary

Göpfrich, Kerstin et al.,  
Nano Lett., 2015, 15(5), 3134!3138.

A

Instantaneous current: 

MD simulation of DNA channel conductivity
DNA

Optimize

Cholesterol

Lipid

Mg(H2O)62+

H2O

K+

Cl-Instantaneous current: 

E
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NanocapillaryNanocapillaryNanocapillary

Göpfrich, Kerstin et al.,  
Nano Lett., 2015, 15(5), 3134!3138.

A

MD simulation of DNA channel conductivity

E



Does the method work?

OprD

Alpha-hemolysin
ClyA

GMD= 1.1 nS 
GEXP= 1 nS

Bias: 100 mV

GMD= 7.5 nS 
GEXP= 11 nS

Bias: 80 mV

Bias: 80 mV

GMD = < 0.05 nS 
GEXP = 0.03nS

Biophysical Journal 88:3745 (2005)
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The DNA channels



Small conductance DNA channel

Gramicidin
ion channels

Conductance 
< 0.1 nS

!

Goepfrich, et al., Nano Lett 16: 4665 (2016)

Figure 4: Molecular dynamics simulations of the DNA funnel and the duplex. A) All-atom
models of the funnel (top, 7,963,516 atoms) and the duplex (bottom, 140,630 atoms) with hy-
drophobic tags (red) embedded in a lipid membrane (green) before equilibration. Each system
contains magnesium ions in amount sufficient to neutralize the electrical charge of the DNA
channel and 1M KCl solution (not shown). Electric field (direction of positive transmembrane
bias) as indicated. B) Steady-state local densities of lipid chain (carbon atoms, green), DNA
(phosphorus atoms, blue) and ion current (streamlines). The arrows indicate the direction of
the local ionic current flux, the color the flux’ magnitude. The units of the blue, green and
purple-red-yellow color bars are molar (M), molar (M) and nA/nm2, respectively. The maps
were computed from MD trajectories of the DNA funnel (top, 19.2 ns) and the DNA duplex
(bottom, 672 ns) at a +100 mV bias sampled with a frequency of 240 ps per frame; radially
averaged about the z-axis to improve the resolution. C) All-point conductance histograms with
logarithmic binning for both constructs. The conductance histograms were computed using
block averaged instantaneous currents at +100, +30, �30, and �100 mV transmembrane bi-
ases; the block-average size was 2.88 ns (top) and 9.6 (bottom) ns. The dashed lines indicates
the mean conductance value. D) Current-voltage characteristics of the funnel (top) and the du-
plex (bottom). The data is block averaged with a block size of 2.88 ns (top) and 9.6 ns (bottom).
Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean, the dashed line represents a linear fit.
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Figure 3: Ionic current recordings of the cholesterol-tagged funnel (top) and the porphyrin-
tagged duplex (bottom) in 1M KCl, 10mM MES, pH 6.0. A) Exemplary current traces showing
two consecutive insertions of the funnel (top, recorded at 10mV) and closures of the duplex
(bottom, recorded at 50mV). B) Histogram of insertion and closure steps for the funnel and
the duplex, logarithmic binning was used for both. Dashed lines at 30 nS for the funnel and
0.13 nS for the duplex represent the means of the histograms C) Current-voltage characteristics
of stable insertions of the funnel (n = 6) and the duplex (n = 8). Error bars correspond to the
standard deviation of n independent recordings. The dashed line represents a linear fit.

insertions can be stable for hours, we also observe transient insertions or insertion-attempts,

all contributing to the heterogeneity of observed conductances, fig. S8-S10. The IV-traces in

Fig. 3C combine measurements where the pores did not switch conductance states during the

recording. The dashed lines represent a linear fit with a gradient of GIV
f = 20 nS for the funnel

and GIV
d = 0.1 nS for the duplex.

Our observations with the DNA duplex settle the ongoing debate regarding the pathway of ions

through DNA membrane pores (5,8,21). Studies of a genetically engineered ↵-hemolysin pore

with a truncated stem (22) as well as reports of protein-induced lipid ion channels (23) suggest

that alternative conductance pathways without a physical channel may also exist in biological

systems.
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models of the funnel (top, 7,963,516 atoms) and the duplex (bottom, 140,630 atoms) with hy-
drophobic tags (red) embedded in a lipid membrane (green) before equilibration. Each system
contains magnesium ions in amount sufficient to neutralize the electrical charge of the DNA
channel and 1M KCl solution (not shown). Electric field (direction of positive transmembrane
bias) as indicated. B) Steady-state local densities of lipid chain (carbon atoms, green), DNA
(phosphorus atoms, blue) and ion current (streamlines). The arrows indicate the direction of
the local ionic current flux, the color the flux’ magnitude. The units of the blue, green and
purple-red-yellow color bars are molar (M), molar (M) and nA/nm2, respectively. The maps
were computed from MD trajectories of the DNA funnel (top, 19.2 ns) and the DNA duplex
(bottom, 672 ns) at a +100 mV bias sampled with a frequency of 240 ps per frame; radially
averaged about the z-axis to improve the resolution. C) All-point conductance histograms with
logarithmic binning for both constructs. The conductance histograms were computed using
block averaged instantaneous currents at +100, +30, �30, and �100 mV transmembrane bi-
ases; the block-average size was 2.88 ns (top) and 9.6 (bottom) ns. The dashed lines indicates
the mean conductance value. D) Current-voltage characteristics of the funnel (top) and the du-
plex (bottom). The data is block averaged with a block size of 2.88 ns (top) and 9.6 ns (bottom).
Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean, the dashed line represents a linear fit.
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(bottom, recorded at 50mV). B) Histogram of insertion and closure steps for the funnel and
the duplex, logarithmic binning was used for both. Dashed lines at 30 nS for the funnel and
0.13 nS for the duplex represent the means of the histograms C) Current-voltage characteristics
of stable insertions of the funnel (n = 6) and the duplex (n = 8). Error bars correspond to the
standard deviation of n independent recordings. The dashed line represents a linear fit.

insertions can be stable for hours, we also observe transient insertions or insertion-attempts,

all contributing to the heterogeneity of observed conductances, fig. S8-S10. The IV-traces in

Fig. 3C combine measurements where the pores did not switch conductance states during the

recording. The dashed lines represent a linear fit with a gradient of GIV
f = 20 nS for the funnel

and GIV
d = 0.1 nS for the duplex.

Our observations with the DNA duplex settle the ongoing debate regarding the pathway of ions

through DNA membrane pores (5,8,21). Studies of a genetically engineered ↵-hemolysin pore

with a truncated stem (22) as well as reports of protein-induced lipid ion channels (23) suggest

that alternative conductance pathways without a physical channel may also exist in biological

systems.
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models of the funnel (top, 7,963,516 atoms) and the duplex (bottom, 140,630 atoms) with hy-
drophobic tags (red) embedded in a lipid membrane (green) before equilibration. Each system
contains magnesium ions in amount sufficient to neutralize the electrical charge of the DNA
channel and 1M KCl solution (not shown). Electric field (direction of positive transmembrane
bias) as indicated. B) Steady-state local densities of lipid chain (carbon atoms, green), DNA
(phosphorus atoms, blue) and ion current (streamlines). The arrows indicate the direction of
the local ionic current flux, the color the flux’ magnitude. The units of the blue, green and
purple-red-yellow color bars are molar (M), molar (M) and nA/nm2, respectively. The maps
were computed from MD trajectories of the DNA funnel (top, 19.2 ns) and the DNA duplex
(bottom, 672 ns) at a +100 mV bias sampled with a frequency of 240 ps per frame; radially
averaged about the z-axis to improve the resolution. C) All-point conductance histograms with
logarithmic binning for both constructs. The conductance histograms were computed using
block averaged instantaneous currents at +100, +30, �30, and �100 mV transmembrane bi-
ases; the block-average size was 2.88 ns (top) and 9.6 (bottom) ns. The dashed lines indicates
the mean conductance value. D) Current-voltage characteristics of the funnel (top) and the du-
plex (bottom). The data is block averaged with a block size of 2.88 ns (top) and 9.6 ns (bottom).
Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean, the dashed line represents a linear fit.
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drophobic tags (red) embedded in a lipid membrane (green) before equilibration. Each system
contains magnesium ions in amount sufficient to neutralize the electrical charge of the DNA
channel and 1M KCl solution (not shown). Electric field (direction of positive transmembrane
bias) as indicated. B) Steady-state local densities of lipid chain (carbon atoms, green), DNA
(phosphorus atoms, blue) and ion current (streamlines). The arrows indicate the direction of
the local ionic current flux, the color the flux’ magnitude. The units of the blue, green and
purple-red-yellow color bars are molar (M), molar (M) and nA/nm2, respectively. The maps
were computed from MD trajectories of the DNA funnel (top, 19.2 ns) and the DNA duplex
(bottom, 672 ns) at a +100 mV bias sampled with a frequency of 240 ps per frame; radially
averaged about the z-axis to improve the resolution. C) All-point conductance histograms with
logarithmic binning for both constructs. The conductance histograms were computed using
block averaged instantaneous currents at +100, +30, �30, and �100 mV transmembrane bi-
ases; the block-average size was 2.88 ns (top) and 9.6 (bottom) ns. The dashed lines indicates
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Figure 4: Molecular dynamics simulations of the DNA funnel and the duplex. A) All-atom
models of the funnel (top, 7,963,516 atoms) and the duplex (bottom, 140,630 atoms) with hy-
drophobic tags (red) embedded in a lipid membrane (green) before equilibration. Each system
contains magnesium ions in amount sufficient to neutralize the electrical charge of the DNA
channel and 1M KCl solution (not shown). Electric field (direction of positive transmembrane
bias) as indicated. B) Steady-state local densities of lipid chain (carbon atoms, green), DNA
(phosphorus atoms, blue) and ion current (streamlines). The arrows indicate the direction of
the local ionic current flux, the color the flux’ magnitude. The units of the blue, green and
purple-red-yellow color bars are molar (M), molar (M) and nA/nm2, respectively. The maps
were computed from MD trajectories of the DNA funnel (top, 19.2 ns) and the DNA duplex
(bottom, 672 ns) at a +100 mV bias sampled with a frequency of 240 ps per frame; radially
averaged about the z-axis to improve the resolution. C) All-point conductance histograms with
logarithmic binning for both constructs. The conductance histograms were computed using
block averaged instantaneous currents at +100, +30, �30, and �100 mV transmembrane bi-
ases; the block-average size was 2.88 ns (top) and 9.6 (bottom) ns. The dashed lines indicates
the mean conductance value. D) Current-voltage characteristics of the funnel (top) and the du-
plex (bottom). The data is block averaged with a block size of 2.88 ns (top) and 9.6 ns (bottom).
Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean, the dashed line represents a linear fit.
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Opportunities in Education and Outreach

Sara Huges, high school 
teacher from Chicago 

(summer 2015)
Web implementation enable 

exploration 

Developed a lesson “Extending 
Molecular Geometry:  

Nanotechnology”

Ongoing projects with local high 
school (Uni High, Urbana)



http://bionano.physics.illinois.edu/dna-nanotechnology

Chen-Yu Li Chris MaffeoMichael Slone


